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Continue reading the main storyOffices in Kiev of a subsidiary of the Ukrainian energy company Burisma. Security experts suggest that hackers may be looking for damaging information about Joe Biden.Credit... Sean Gallup/Getty ImagesWith President Trump facing an impeachment trial for his efforts to pressure Ukraine to investigate former Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. and his son Hunter Biden,
Russian military hackers have entered the Ukrainian gas company at the center of the case, according to security experts. The hacking attempts against Burisma, the Ukrainian gas company on whose advice Hunter Biden served, began in early November when talk about the Bidens, Ukraine and impeachment was dominating the news in the United States States.It it is still unclear what the hackers found,
or precisely what they were looking for. But experts say the time and scale of the attacks suggest the Russians could be looking for potentially embarrassing material about the Bidens -- the same kind of information Mr. Trump wanted from Ukraine when he pushed for an investigation into the Bidens and Burisma, triggering a chain of events that led to his impeachment. The Russian tactics are strikingly
similar to what U.S. intelligence agencies say is the hacking of Russian emails from Hillary Clinton's campaign chairman and the Democratic National Committee during the 2016 presidential campaign. In this case, once they had the emails, the Russians used trolls to spread and rotate the material, and built an echo chamber to amplify its effect. Then, as now, Russian hackers from a military intelligence
unit formerly known as G.R.U., and for private investigators by the pseudonym Fancy Bear, used so-called phishing emails that appear designed to steal usernames and passwords, according to Area 1, the Silicon Valley security firm that detected the hacking. In this case, hackers have created fake websites that mimicked burisma subsidiary login pages, and have been detonating Burisma employees with
emails intended to look like they're coming from inside the company. ImageHunter Biden in 2016 with his father, then vice president. Credit... Paul Morigi/Getty Images for World Food Program USA Hackers tricked some of them into handing over their login credentials, and managed to get into one of Burisma's servers, Area 1 said. The attacks were successful, said Oren Falkowitz, co-founder of Area 1,
who previously served at the National Security Agency. Mr. Falkowitz's company maintains a network of sensors on web servers around the world -- many known to be used by state-sponsored hackers -- which gives the company a front-row seat for phishing attacks and allows them to block attacks on its customers. The moment of the Russian campaign the G.R.U. hacks we saw in 2016 against D.N..C.
and John Podesta, said Clinton campaign chairman Mr. Falkowitz. Again, they are stealing email credentials, in what we can only assume is a repetition of interference in the last election. The Justice Department indicted seven officers from the same military intelligence unit in 2018.Russian attacks on Burism a appear to be running parallel to an effort by Russian spies in Ukraine to dig up information in
the analog world that could embarrass the Bidens, according to a U.S. security official, who spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss classified information. The spies, the official said, are trying to penetrate Burisma and sources working with the Ukrainian government in search of emails, financial records and legal documents. The Russian government did not immediately respond to requests for
comment, nor Burisma.As U.S. officials are warning that the Russians have become more stealthy since 2016, and are again seeking to steal and spread damaging information and target vulnerable election systems before the 2020 elections. A screenshot of the website of a Burisma subsidiary, KUB-Gas. Hackers used a malicious web doire domain in their phishing campaign. [Read: Even with improved
American election defenses, Russian hackers and trolls have become more sophisticated.] In the same vein, Russia has been working since the early days of Trump's presidency to shift the focus away from its own election interference in 2016, sowing conspiracy theories about Ukrainian meddling and Democratic complicity. The result was a mixture of conspiracy theories that mix facts, such as the
handful of Ukrainians who openly criticized Mr. Trump's candidacy, with discredited allegations that the D.N.C. email server is in Ukraine and that Mr. Biden, as vice president, had corrupt relations with Ukrainian officials to protect his son. Spread across bots and trolls on social media, and by Russian intelligence officials, the allegations resonated with Mr. Trump, who sees the conversation about Russian
interference as an attack on his legitimacy. With Mr. Biden's emergence as leader of the Democratic nomination last spring, the president clung to allegations of corruption, and urged Ukraine to investigate the Bidens in his July 25 connection with President Volodymyr Zelensky of Ukraine. The call became central to Mr. Trump's impeachment last month. The Biden campaign sought to launch the Russian
effort to hack Burisma as an indication of Mr. Biden's political strength, and to highlight Mr. Trump's apparent willingness to let foreign powers increase their political fortunes. A fake version of a Burisma email login page was intended to help hackers steal employeeusernames and passwords. Donald Trump tried to coerce Ukraine into lying about Joe Biden and a major bipartisan and international anti-
corruption victory because he acknowledged he cannot beat the vice president, said Andrew Bates, a spokesman for Biden's campaign. Now we know Vladimir Putin also sees Joe Biden as a threat, Bates added. Any American president who had not repeatedly encouraged foreign interventions of this kind would immediately immediately this attack on the sovereignty of our elections. Allegations of
corruption depend on Hunter Biden's work on the Burism a board. The company hired Mr. Biden while his father was vice president and led the Obama administration's Ukrainian policy, including a successful push for Ukraine's top prosecutor to be fired for corruption. The effort was supported by European allies. The story was reworked by Mr. Trump and some of his supporters, who say That Mr. Biden
expelled the prosecutor because Burisma was under investigation and his son could be implicated. Rudolph W. Giuliani, acting in what he says is his ability as Mr. Trump's personal lawyer, has personally taken over the Investigation of the Bidens and Burisma, and now regularly claims to have uncovered clear evidence of wrongdoing. The evidence, however, has not yet emerged, and now the Russians
seem to have joined the hunt. Area 1 researchers discovered a G.R.U. phishing campaign on Ukrainian companies on New Year's Eve. A week later, Area 1 determined what Ukrainian targets had in common: they were all subsidiaries of Burisma Holdings, the company at the center of Mr. Trump's impeachment. Burisma's subsidiaries were KUB-Gas, Aldea, Esko-Pivnich, Nadragas, Tehnocom-Service
and Pari. The targets also included Kvartal 95, a Ukrainian television production company founded by Mr. Zelensky. The phishing attack on Kvartal 95 appears to have been intended to unearth email correspondence to the company's boss, Ivan Bakanov, whom Mr. Zelensky appointed as head of the Ukraine Security Service last June.To to steal employee credentials, G.R.U. hackers directed Burisma to
its fake login pages. Area 1 was able to track look-alike websites through a combination of internet service providers often used by G.R.U. hackers, rare web traffic patterns and techniques that have been used in previous attacks against a number of other victims, including the 2016 Hack of D.N.C. and a more recent Russian hack of the World Anti-Doping Agency. The Burisma hack is a G.R.U. cookie
cutter campaign, Falkowitz said. Russian hackers, as sophisticated as they are, also tend to be lazy. They use what works. And in that, they were successful. Explore the plains of Colorado, the Texan desert, and the forests of Europe in vast open worlds. Track 33 animal species in your natural environment using the best hunting techniques. Kit yourself with over 160 weapons, accessories and clothing
items from top brands including Browning, Winchester, Bushnell, Kryptek and Verney-Carron.' Use your hunting dog to track your prey. Labrador Retriever, German Short Hair Pointer and Beagle, each dog has its specific hunting attributes.' Hunt animals with realistic behaviors and advanced artificial intelligence. is a realistic simulation and of a ski resort with all its technical facilities and exciting vehicles.
Experience the everyday ski resort the steepest slopes with snow cats originally licensed and operate various types of ropes. Earn money and invest in new facilities to make your own ski resort the best! Thanks to the new multiplayer mode, you can finally pick up your friends and enjoy the game together! Divide the work and operate cable cars, prepare slopes and handle snow cannons. Or just join your
friends' vehicles in the passenger seat and throw a snowball! Invite your friends to your map and operate the resort together in multiplayer. Customize your character and vehicles to fit them better into your overall ski resort theme! To complete, the overall performance of the game has been improved. The improved and more realistic snow system and enhanced vehicle controls make the gameplay
experience even more exciting than before. Multiplayer mode enjoy with friends and manage the daily challenges of the life of the ski resort! Improved snow system with high resolution and more realistic snow behavior Increased overall performance Lengths and detailed vehicles, officially licensed by real-world manufacturers, the comprehensive Modding support the dynamic environment system with
climate change Operate several different types of ropes and master the challenges of rope operators. Learn more about the technical history of ropes and take a closer look at the highly complex and detailed representation of the technical processes of the cable cars. Interactive tutorials explain handling and processes in step-by-step detail. All ropes were created with the official license of. Realistic
recreation of different ropes Officially licensed by 4 different D-Line chair lifts and Tricable gondolas gondola installation gondolas with GWA Atria Gondola Authentic Connect rope control system highly accurate and step by step interactive tutorials for string operation More ropes available via modding or DLCs!You can use different types of vehicles for your daily tasks in the ski resort. Snowcats,
Snowmobiles and SUVs are waiting for you. Prepare the slopes with one of the three snow cats. Enjoy snowmobile riding and transporting goods with the pickup truck. When the weather is not passing, make use of the TR-10 snow cannon and produce fresh snow for your ski guests! All vehicles are designed with special attention to detail and provide a view of the complex technology behind them. Invite
your friends to join you and pick up your own vehicle or sit next to you in the co-pilot's seat! Officially licensed by 100 600 Level Red in Winch and Solo Version Snowmobile TR-10 Snow Cannons Pickup More Vehicles Available via Modding or DLCs! A detailed economic system is waiting to be tapped by you. Pay attention to factors such as prices and happiness to increase your visibility and popularity.
Ski guests are eager Down the slopes and want to relax in one of their mountain restaurants. Explore the village of and all its details alone or or with your friends in multiplayer mode. Enjoy panoramic views of the mountains at the top or take a closer look at the detailed village in the valley. Dynamic climate change keeps you on your toes and completes the gaming experience! Budget system detailed Ski
guests visiting your resort Dynamic weather system with day/night cycle Interactive gameplay tutorials Panoramic landscapes and detailed scenery Do you want to build your own resort? No problem! Includes a powerful world editor in the game, which allows you to modify the world at any time in the game. Build additional ropes, design your own slopes or create your own ski resort! Do you still want more?
Check out the Steam Workshop and download new ropes, missions, vehicles and entire ski resorts created by other players! Comprehensive modding support provides almost no limit to new content and features. And the best: All mod content can be used in both singleplayer and multiplayer – so create the ski resort of your dreams and enjoy it together with your friends! Worldwide game editor included for
real-time map modification Comprehensive support for sidewalks, vehicles and missions Download and share mods through Steam Workshop Maps and mod support also in multiplayer! Minimum:OS: Microsoft Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (64bit)Processor: Dual Core with 3.0 GHz and Hyper ThreadingMemory: 8 GB RAMGraphics: 4 GB VRAM, Shader Model 5.1DirectX: Version 11Storage: 12 GB of available
space Recommended:Processor: Quad Core with 3.5 GHz RecommendedMemory: 16 GB RAM Copyright © 2020 AEROSOFT. All rights reserved. All trademarks and trademarks are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. Copyright is serious stuff. If you find any pirated copy of this software, please notify us. We will ensure that copyright infringement reports are rewarded.
Aerosoft GmbH Lindberghring 12 D-33142 Büren, Germany
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